THE LAWS OF HEREDITY
short. The other three quarters of the second filial generation
were tall: but one of these three-quarters proved to be
pure tall, giving only tall descendants, whereas the remaining
two quarters produced both short and tall offspring, in the
proportion of 1 to 3. All this is better seen in the diagram
on page 22.
The theory advanced to explain this (at first sight com-
plicated) inheritance was, that the factors for taJlness and
shortness do not blend, but that the sexual cells contain
either the one or the other factor (or we may, perhaps, speak
of a single factor whose presence causes taJlness, and whose
absence causes dwarfness).
Tallness is said to be dominant and shortness recessive,
so that when either parent supplies the tall factor, as in the
original cross, then the offspring are tall. J
But though tall in outward appearance, these plants
have only a single dose of the tallness factor, not a double
dose as when both parents are tall. Their sexual cells will
in half the cases contain the T factor, in half they will lack
it. In any single blossom of this first filial generation,
therefore, there will be many pollen grains, half the number
bearing T and half not, and a number of ovules, half the
number bearing T and half not. When the pollen falls on
to the ovules, it will be sheer chance whether both pollen
and ovule contain the T factor, or both lack it, or one have
it and the other lack it.
Exactly the same chance pairing takes place when we
throw two pennies. If we mark the two sides of each coin
with Tall and Short, and throw them, we may get
Tali x Tall
Tall X Short
Short x Tall
Short x Short
In one quarter of the cases the result will be a pure tall
plant, both pollen and ovule containing the T factor Such
a plant will give tall plants in all succeeding generations if
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